
STARDUST

CONCEPT

The idea is to create a solitaire in the desert of Atacama - a foreign and solid, but peaceful 
messenger from another world who seems to have been travelling for millions of years. 
This messenger can tell us many amazing stories, about far and distant worlds which can 
help us humans understand a little bit more about the Universe and ourselves.

Located within a circular indentation - the crater, the Building is abstracted and modeled 
after a meteorite. Through this crater the museum will be accessible by foot or by car. The 
interior is characterized by its special introversion and offers generous space for exhibi-
tions, planetary, library, observation, restaurant etc... Recurring notches in the building’s 
exterior give exciting visual effects and reflect  the barren desert landscape.

The Museum is designed for the usage of Thermal Energy as sustainable energy source.  
Because of Chile’s volcanic activities there is a lot of potential for renewable Energy. 
Additionally the climatic conditions and the construction of the building cubature are opti-
mal for the use of solar energy.
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To produce a solitaire like a meteorite landed in 
the desert, the entire space program is stacked 
up.

The abstract form of an irregular meteorite as a 
stencil was placed around the space program.

Using the template of the structure is formed by 
removing all the supernatant and thus ultimate-
ly receives its volume.

To this shaped structure around a depression 
now by lowering the surrounding terrain ge-
nerated which acts like a crater, where there is 
also the whole opening up of the museum.
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„Meteorites contain the oldest material of our solar system; 
most of them were created 4.56 billion years ago. They offer 
the only earthly access for investigating the origin of the solar 
system.“
(wikipedia.org)
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Photoluminescence
This kind of Light Technology works completely wit-
hout Electricity. The foil charges up in Daylight and 
allows strong Afterglow up to 12 hours.

Colour changing facade
The building envelope is made of recycled copper which is 
coated with a color-changing film. Depending on the time 
of day and light, the museum appears again and again in a 
different color and is therefore constantly changing.


